
SRC said dreamt of becoming a dentist .
REF सईद $ द%त चि क* +सक बन$ का सपना 0खा था .
OUT द3त 4 डॉ7टर बन$ 4 सप$ : कहा था .
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+almari **-----

+darvaze -----**

+ke pas **-**--

+darvaze **---**

+hai ***---- +ke pas *****--

+ke pas **-****

+hai ***--**

+hai *******

+darvaze *******

the cupboard is next to the door

almari darvaze ke pas hai

Different corpora were processed differently:
- Tides:
   - Sentence ends with a full stop (.)
   - Euro-arabic digits  (0123456789)

- Emille:
   - Sentence ends with a danda (।)
   - Devanagari digits (०१२३४५६७८९)

- What else can be written in more ways:
   - Characters with nukta (क़ख़ग़ज़ड़ढ़फ़}): फ़ vs. फ+़ vs. फ
   - Combined diacritics ordering: प+ा+ँ vs. प+ँ+ा

   - Candrabindu replaced by anusvara: पाQच vs. प3च
   - Control characters, zero-width joiners etc.
   - Non-ASCII punctuation, e.g. “—” vs. “-”

- We try to normalize all of this
- In addition we re-tokenize (Anglo-American)

Impossible to normalize:
e.g. varying transcription of English words:
RटSड Tडज (sṭaiṁḍarḍaja)
RटSड Tडस (sṭaiṁḍarḍasa)
RटSड Tड्स (sṭaiṁḍarḍsa)

More problems in the data:
- During encoding conversions a parenthesis in English is 
  wrongly considered to be romanized Hindi:
   - Information Commis(s)ioner => ईWङो Tम ट* ओन ्
     छो ]मि स* ओ$र ्(īnṅormaṭion chommisioner), real 
     transcription might be इWफ़ो _मशन को मि श$र (informeśana 

         komiśanera)
- More than 200 Hindi sentences in Tides start in 
  devanagari but then switch into unreadable latin text:
   - aा0 शि क - जनस%bया ब%गाली ब%गgा0श hपiवk ब%गालl m आए 
     अ ध* क3श व* Rथा प* त द rि ण अ%डमान , $ल , tवलाक , मuय 
     अ%डमान , उ <arI AMDmaana tqaa ilaiTla 
   AMDmaana maoM basaae gae .
- Character danda (end-of-sentence) changed to a vertical 
  bar, then encoded as |BAR;, and then latin letters re-
  encoded into Devanagari: |भाष्;
- Recurring mysterious sequence ऋ-ऊ{|}ष्- Q-UNSCR-; 
  appears anywhere – even in the middle of a Hindi word.
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- ree independent samples (100 sents., 100 sents., 53 sents.).
- e annotator sees the input sentence and several hypotheses.
- e reference translation is shuffled among the hypotheses.

SRC the private sector units are thirty to forty years old .
    तीस ~ न* जी आधार पर r�� यi न* ट्स को को 40 व Tष की आय� m ऊपर ~ |
*   न* जी r�� 4 Rथान पर ~ , 30 m 40 व Tष m अ ध* क आय� 4 � .
**  न* जी r�� की इकाइय3 30 m 40 व Tष तक प�रानी ~ .
**  न* जी r�� की इकाइय� : 30 m 40 साल प�रानी ~ .

- Flags used:
empty incomprehensible,
*       related to input, partial translation of phrases,
**     acceptable and preserving most of the meaning, possibly still with many errors.

- Different from Ramanathan et al. (2009) who claim to have improved on average:
- from little meaning conveyed, dysfluent Hindi, most phrases correct, 
  ungrammatical overall
- to much of meaning conveyed, non-native Hindi, few minor grammatical errors

OOD out of domain: trained on all except for Tides
TIDP Tides + Daniel Pipes, no morphology
WC10 Tides + 3-gram LM for automatic word classes (10 classes)

- Six (percent) of reference translations were not acceptable!
- Text domain very important, OOD training poor in terms of BLEU 
  and manual evaluation.
- More data more important than treating morphology (TIDP>WC10).
- However, BLEU does not discriminate between TIDP and WC10.

- Identical training conditions:
   - Data: Tides + Daniel Pipes
   - No morphology.
- Joshua insignificantly outperforms Moses (both BLEU and manual judgments).

- e second probe also indicates that more data are more important than morphology:
   - is time, automatic POS tags used, not word classes
   - e result is somewhat ambiguous: the number of both ** and empty decrease.
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English Hindi

- Tags too coarse-grained for Hindi morphology.
- Automatic word classes seem to match the tags.
- Different configurations of Affisix provide different granularity.
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English:      ey were shown Calcutta City .
Hindi:        उW� वह3 कलक�ा शहर द* खाया गया . 
Gloss:        them there Calcutta City shown was .

Conclusion

Manual Quality Judgements

Morphology and more data for Moses Moses vs. Joshua

Morphology in Moses

Data Issues and Normalization

- Best published BLEU score for TIDES test set achieved.
   - In general, the English-to-Hindi MT comparison in problematic
     due to different datasets used by various research groups.
- Hierarchical models (Joshua) lead to better BLEU than Moses 
  with morphological factors.
   - Manual evaluation less conclusive about the improvement.

- Lessons learned about the data:
   - Obtaining data is easier than cleaning them up.
   - Two different corpora from different sources may overlap!

- BLEU almost matches manual judgements this time.
- e addition of Emille significantly decreases the quality.
- Other data slowly compensate for the loss.

A later analysis revealed that Emille overlaps with Tides 
development dataset => model overfitting.

Impact of Emille training data on Moses

Moses vs. Joshua
- English-to-Hindi translation requires significant amount of reordering:

Related Results

- Phrase-based models (Moses) explore the space of hypotheses from left to right.
- e default reordering model promotes monotone translation.
- e best available alternative is lexicalized reordering: swap phrases given the words 
   in them.

- Hierarchical models (Joshua) parse the input sentence and 
  reorder nonterminals as required.
- Grammar extracted automatically from the parallel training 
  corpus

Hierarchical decoding (Joshua)

Phrase-based decoding (Moses)
- Moses supports explicit 
modeling of morphology on the 
target side.
- An additional language 
model is applied on the stream 
of target-side tags.

We experiment with several formalizations of Hindi morphology: ... with no significant improvement.


